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Drawing on the principles of non-intrusive load monitoring (NILM) and the load
parameter detection function of smart remote load controller (SRLC), this paper presents
a non-intrusive load identification method based on real-time extraction of multiple
steady-state parameters and the optimization of state coding. Firstly, the characteristic
parameters of loads were extracted by the Intelligent Power Management Platform, and
the original load data were clustered by the improved affinity propagation (AP) algorithm,
creating a sample set of multiple steady-state parameters. Considering the working states
of loads, a load decomposition model was established, and the objective function was
optimized by genetic algorithm (GA), realizing the decomposition and re-identification of
household loads. Finally, our method was proved to have an accuracy of over 96% through
experiments. The research results provide a reference for electricity department to identify
the type and features of loads on the consumer side.
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1. INTRODUCTION

identification.
Considering the transient features of load power, Gao and
Yang [8] identified loads by comparing the closeness of the
data on load features; Based on high-frequency sampling, this
load identification strategy has a high requirement on
sampling and induces a huge workload of data analysis, both
of which limit the application scope of the strategy. Abdullahal-nahid et al. [9] improved Canny edge detection to recognize
the pattern of low-power loads, but the improved method is
slow in detecting edge mutations and not highly accurate. Qi
et al. [10] developed an identification method for household
loads based on Fisher’s supervised discrimination, and
obtained the optimal identification features by reducing the
dimensionality of characteristic load samples from eight
typical electrical appliances; Nevertheless, the identification
accuracy of their method depends heavily on the accuracy of
sample classification.
Yang et al. [11] put forward a load identification method
that fuses feature sequences; On average, the load accuracy
and identification accuracy of this method are both above
90.8%; But the high accuracy is achieved at the cost of a long
time and heavy computing load. Wang et al. [12] created an
NILM algorithm based on voltage-current (V-I) trajectory:
The V-I trajectory increment was extracted through
interpolation, and the loads were identified accurately with the
aid of support vector machine (SVM). In 2019, Welikala et al.
[13] designed a novel NILM approach that actively identifies
real-time loads in view of appliance usage patterns (AUPs),
shedding new light on load identification amidst massive load
monitoring data.
The above non-intrusive load identification methods each
has its merits and defects. During implementation, every
method is limited by some conditions. If some conditions are
not satisfied, it is difficult to create a highly accurate model by
the method, making the method unpromotable in practice. To

In demand-side management (DSM), the growth in power
consumption has widened the peak-to-valley difference of the
grid, pushing up the demand for load regulation on consumer
side. The variety of load types, coupled with the ever-changing
power demand, directly bear on the operation state of the entire
power regulation system. This calls for active response and
flexible regulation of user terminal load. For this purpose, it is
necessary to probe deep into the consumption features and
information of loads, laying the basis for effective load
identification [1, 2].
Load identification is inseparable from load monitoring.
The two main load monitoring methods are intrusive load
monitoring (ILM) and non-intrusive load monitoring (NILM).
Currently, NILM has replaced ILM as the mainstream
approach, thanks to its low cost, simple communication, and
ease of maintenance and promotion [3, 4]. The essence of
NILM is load decomposition. Owing to the sheer number of
users and complex structure of load system, the key difficulty
of NILM is to effectively decompose load type from the total
load and identify the load state.
Over the past decade, many scholars have explored deep
into load identification based on NILM. For instance, Liang et
al. [5] recognized the working and non-working states of each
load by committee decision mechanisms (CDMs), and proved
that the CDMs outperforms load identification methods based
on single feature or single algorithm. Using heuristic algorithm
and Bayesian classifier, Marchiori et al. [6] conducted nonintrusive load identification based on steady-state power and
step change of loads. Chang et al. [7] combined neural network
(NN) and wavelet transform (WT) into a load identification
method, which effectively improves the speed of load
identification, but some loads might not be detected if the
wavelet basis function is improperly selected before the
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2. FEATURES OF HOUSEHOLD LOADS

solve the problem, this paper presents a non-intrusive load
identification method based on real-time extraction of multiple
steady-state parameters and the optimization of state coding.
Specifically, the improved affinity propagation (AP)
algorithm was adopted to cluster the original load data, and
construct a sample set of load power characteristic parameters.
A load decomposition model was established, and the
objective function was optimized by genetic algorithm (GA),
facilitating the decomposition and re-identification of
household loads. Empirical results show that our method
achieved an accuracy above 96%. Our method applies to load
identification against massive data. It is widely applicable, and
easy to popularize. The research results provide a technical
reference for non-intrusive identification of household loads.

With the rising standard of living, there is a growing
demand for household appliances. The household loads differ
greatly in type, functions, and steady state. The power
waveforms and load data of 30 most used household
appliances in China (Table 1) were observed for a long period.
Based on the observed data, the household loads were divided
into three categories: 0-1 state equipment (ON/OFF)
(Category I), finite-state machines (FSM) (Category II), and
continuously variable devices (CVD) (Category III) [14].

Table 1. Thirty electrical appliances commonly used by residents
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Name
Cabinet air conditioner
Split air conditioner
Television (TV)
Electric kettle
Hair drier
Heater fan
Water dispenser
Electric fan
Garment steamer
Light-emitting diode (LED) light
Multimode lamp
Vacuum cleaner
Air cleaner
Electric blanket
Electric heater

Rated power
3,000/4,000W (Cool/ Hot)
1,900/2,300W (Cool/ Hot)
105W
1,600W
1,200W
1,300W
1,400W
100W
1,800W
35W
110W
1,000W
50W
125W
2,200W

Category I: The 0-1 state equipment (ON/OFF) usually have
only one task. The working state is either on or off, that is,
each equipment has only two states. As shown in Figure 1, the
power of Category I equipment remains constant during the
operation, and becomes zero after operation, exhibiting a clear
boundary between working states. The typical appliances in
this category include electric kettle, electric rice cooker, and
water dispenser.

No.
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

Name
Refrigerator
Electric rice cooker
Induction cooker
Microwave oven
Range hood
Electric oven
Soybean milk machine
Electric baking pan
Dishwasher
Juicer
Water heater
Washing machine
Printer
Laptop
Home audio

Rated power
115W
450W
3,000W
1,500W
200W
1,600W
1,200W
1,450W
1,150W
500W
3,000W
320W
280W
95W
250W

changes continuously, and the power has high uncertainty, due
to the lack of fixed working rules and procedures. The power
varies greatly between adjacent working cycles. As shown in
Figure 3, the power waveform is approximately a finite
number of discrete states obtained through random
observations. The typical appliances in this category include
cabinet air conditioner and washing machine.

Figure 2. Power waveform of Category II appliances
Figure 1. Power waveform of Category I appliances
Category II: Finite-state machines have multiple working
states (working modes / power ranges), but the number of
states is generally not more than eight. During operation, the
working mode changes with the consumption power, the load
features are relatively stable and independent, and the power
waveform is shaped like a step. As shown in Figure 2, the
representative appliances in this category include electric oven,
hair dryer, electric fan, etc.
Category III: Continuously variable devices do not have
stable steady-state features. During operation, the load

Figure 3. Power waveform of Category III appliances
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L1 (k ) = {l1 (0), l1 (1),...l1 (k )},

Residential households generally use resistive load
appliances, most of which belong to Categories I and II. For
these appliances, the active power is obvious, while the
reactive power is extremely small. Besides, there is no
significant transient process in the switching process. Thus,
these appliances are linear loads, whose current or voltage
waveform is stable and easy to detect and identify. Hence,
active power was regarded as the main feature of the
appliances in the two categories.
The appliances in Category III are mostly nonlinear loads
with capacitive or inductive features. In nonlinear loads, the
internal circuit contains nonlinear elements (e.g. capacitors,
inductors, and motors) that might distort the current waveform
[15]. There is a nonnegligible transient process in the
switching process. Thus, reactive power was considered the
main feature of Category III appliances.
For the above three types of loads, the power factor is an
important parameter to distinguish between resistive,
capacitive, and inductive loads. Through the above analysis,
active power (P), reactive power (Q), and power factor (F)
were taken as the steady-state parameters to be collected,
according to the features of different types of appliances.

L2 (k ) = {l2 (0), l2 (1),...l2 (k )},
L3 (k ) = {l3 (0), l3 (1),...l3 ( k )},
...,
Ln (k ) = {lN (0), lN (1),...lN (k )}
where, k is the number of sampling points; N is the total
number of appliances; L1(k), L2(k), L3(k), ..., LN(k) are the
active powers of the sampling points. The sets of samples for
the acquisition of reactive power and power factor were
acquired in a similar manner.
3.2 Load feature sequence
K-means clustering (KMC) and fuzzy C-means (FCM)
clustering are two popular clustering methods. For both
methods, the number of clusters must be configured rationally
in advance. The subjective configuration will affect the
clustering results. Besides, the clustering results will change
with the initial cluster center. Therefore, it is necessary to find
a clustering algorithm that can automatically determine the
number of clusters, reduce the influence of subjective factors,
and stabilize the clustering results.
Through comparison, AP algorithm was found to satisfy the
above requirements [16, 17]. However, the AP algorithm has
difficulty in processing massive data, not to mention
converging quickly to the optimal solution. Thus, the core
vector machine (CVM) was introduced to improve the AP
algorithm [18, 19]. The CVM compresses and processes the
original load data, creating a load feature sequence Φ. The
workflow of the improved AP algorithm is explained in Figure
5 below.

3. NON-INTRUSIVE LOAD IDENTIFICATION
3.1 NILM system

Monitoring
entrance

Smart Remote Load Controller

Smart Meter

As shown in Figure 4, our NILM system is designed based
on smart remote load controller (SRLC). The SRLC is a
product independently developed by our research team.
Embedded with advanced sensors and processors, the SRLCbased system can monitor the operation and energy
consumption of user loads online, and, in association with
multi-function smart meters, to collect all load data,
preprocess current and voltage signals, and extract and analyze
characteristic load parameters. The collection of active power
was taken as an example to illustrate the proposed NILM
system.
Electrical
channel 1

..
.

VS

Start

Input the load feature sequence Zi of N
appliances.

Compress Zi by the CVM into sequence Xi.

~A

ZS

→

A

V

Split Xi into workday sub-sequence and holiday
sub-sequence, and calculate power similarity
matrix S.

…

~V
L1

(2)

L2

Set the number of initial iterations e=1, the
initial responsibility r(β, σ)=0, and the initial
availability a(β, σ)=0.

Ln

Electrical
channel n

Calculate the r(β, σ) and a(β, σ) between any
characteristic load parameter point and another
point, and obtain the overall availability and
responsibility of the next point in the iteration e.

Data collection

e +1

Figure 4. The monitoring circuit of the SRLC-based NILM
Judge if the cluster center
changes, or the maximum number of
iterations has been reached.

Let L1, L2, L3, ..., LN be the power loads of a household. Then,
the set of samples for load data acquisition L can be described
as:

L = ( L1 , L2 , L3 ,...LN )

N

Y
Take the optimal cluster center as the result,
forming the load power eigenvector YN(n) of N
appliances.

(1)

where, L1, L2, L3, ..., LN are vectors. The load data that
correspond to the vectors can be respectively expressed as:

End

Figure 5. Flow chart of improved AP algorithm
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Here, the improved AP clustering algorithm is adopted to
split the data from the 30 appliances into workday subsequence and holiday sub-sequence, with the aim to improve
the operability of load decomposition and the accuracy of load
identification.
As shown in Figure 5, the original sequence was
compressed by the CVM into a new sequence Xi:

X i = {xi (0), xi (1), xi (2) , xi (l )}

be approximated by [20, 21]:

 P ( k ) = N M ( i ) P ( k ) + e( k )
  i .m
 L
i =1 m =1

N M (i )

QL ( k ) =   Qi . m ( k ) + e( k )
i =1 m =1

 F (k ) = P (k ) P (k )2 + Q (k )2
L
L
L



(3)

where, l is the length of the sequence; xi(l) is the feature points
on the sequence.
Responsibility r and availability a [20] can be respectively
computed by:

r (  ,  )=s(  ,  ) − max{a(  , j ) + s(  , j )}

(4)




0, r ( ,  ) +  max 0, r ( j ,  )
min 
j   ,


a( ,  ) = 



 max{0, r ( j,  )}
j 



(5)

where, PL(k) and QL(k) are the total active power and total
reactive power at the k-th sampling point; Pi,m(k) and Qi,m(k)
are the active power and reactive power of appliance i at the
k-th sampling point in working state m; e(k) is the noise or
error at the k-th sampling point.
Among the various types of consumer side loads, some
loads have similar features in active power. Sometimes, when
the working state of a load changes, it is impossible to obtain
the accurate running state vector of the load. Therefore, this
paper creates a multivariate identifier based on active power,
reactive power, and power factor. For each sampling point, the
objective function of optimization can be expressed as:

where, r(β,δ) is the responsibility of point β relative to point δ;
a(β,δ) is the availability of point β relative to point δ.
The household load sequence Φ of N appliances can be
described as:

 = (Y1 , Y2 , Y3 , , YN )

min F ( PL (k ), QL (k ), , M S )
= 1 ( PL (k ) −  P ( M S ))
+ (1 − 1 )(QL (k ) −  Q ( M S ))

(6)

(9)

+ 2 ( FL (k ) −  F ( M S ))

where, Y1, Y2, Y3, ..., YN are vectors. The load data that
correspond to these vectors can be respectively expressed as:

where, 𝜆1 ∈ [0,1], 𝜆2 ∈ [0, +∞) are the weight of active and
reactive powers and that of power factor, respectively; PL, QL,
FL are the real-time measured values of total active power,
total reactive power, and power factor, respectively; ΦP, ΦQ,
ΦF are the total active power, total reactive power, and power
factor of household load sequence Φ found in MS; MS is the
sequence of possible working states of all loads, which
consists of load states Sh (ℎ ∈ [1, 𝑁]):

Y1 (n) = { y11 (0), y12 (1), , y1W1 (n)},
Y2 (n) = { y12 (0), y22 (1), , y2W2 (n)},
Y3 (n) = { y31 (0), y32 (1), , y3W3 (n)},

(8)

(7)

,
YN (n) = { y1N (0), y N2 (1), , yWN S (n)}

 S1 
S 
 2 
M S =  S3  SN  N * ,SN  [0,WS ]
 
 
 S N 

where, YN(n) is load power eigenvectors; yN is power feature
point; n is the number of power feature points; N is the total
number of loads; WS is the number of all possible working
states.
3.3 Load decomposition and optimization

(10)

At any sampling point, the working state Sh of a load and its
corresponding power are unknown. Based on the characteristic
load sequence, this paper attempts to find the optimal power
under the working state combination 𝑀𝑆′ , which has the
smallest Euclidean distance from the currently sampled power,
according to the total power of the working states in the state
sequence MS. The optimal power is the currently identified
power of the target load.
The working states of various loads can be combined in
various forms. The heavy computing load drags down the
computing speed. To improve the efficiency, the GA was
adopted to solve the optimization problem [22, 23]. The
workflow of the GA-based solving process is explained in
Figure 6 below.

The characteristic load sequence was taken as the known
information and matching template, with the hope that the
steady-state load features are repeatable and stackable.
Repeatability means that the loads can be identified effectively
with the same feature index and feature extraction method.
Stackability means the characteristic parameters of a single
load could be extracted from the overall load data of several
operating equipment for state identification. When multiple
power loads work at the same time, the total load power always
changes with the state of appliances. Therefore, this paper
identifies the working state of appliances through load
decomposition, and then identify the type of loads. Based on
steady-state load features, the local decomposition model can
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Our experiments involve eight appliances in Table 1,
including electric kettle, electric rice cooker, electric oven,
hair dryer, microwave oven, TV, LED light, refrigerator, and
washing machine. The load data were sampled by the said
software at the frequency of 1Hz from 6:30-23:00 during
February 9th-23rd, 2020.

Start
Input collected power data and
characteristic load sequence.
Set the population size of the GA to 50,
and the maximum number of iterations
to 200.

4.2 AP clustering and results analysis

Construct fitness function F(x) and
define the coding program.

The load power data of the household were divided into
subsequences based on the usage periods. The data on electric
rice cooker, hair dryer, and washing machine were selected for
clustering. The clustering results are presented in Table 2.
During the calculation, the sum of similarity was used to
represent the total distance between each sampling point and
its corresponding cluster center [20].

Build the code MS and create the initial
population G1
Calculate fitness Fit(f(x)), and perform
selection, crossover, and mutation,
creating a new population.

Judge if the indices are as
desired or the maximum number of
iterations has been reached.

Table 2. The improved AP clustering results of the three
appliances

N

Type

Y

Rice cooker

Hair drier

0.00
443.38
450.11
452.26
455.56
458.64

0.00
92.03
95.69
230.69
233.07
903.25
912.38
918.58
1206.56
1238.77
1252.43
1266.71

Select the genetic code of the individual
with the highest fitness, and decompose the
working state sequence Ms based on load.

End

Cluster center /W

Figure 6. Flow chart of GA-based solving process
4. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS ANALYSIS
4.1 Experimental platform
Our experiments were carried out on the Intelligent Power
Management Platform, which has been built on the consumer
side of a neighborhood. During the construction of the
platform, a smart remote load controller was installed at the
door of each resident to detect and control household
appliances. The monitoring circuit of the controller is the same
as that of the SRLC-based NILM in Figure 4. The power
consumption parameters were collected in real time, with the
aid of the controller and smart meters. The environmental
environment is displayed in Figure 7. The load data of a
household were collected by a self-designed software based on
Python and MATLAB. With functions like data storage, data
processing, and plotting, the software was mainly used to
establish, store, and compare the characteristic load power
sequence.

Washing machine
0.00
98.69
103.17
125.48
130.49
148.68
167.27
168.89
184.58
201.36
207.34
221.84
227.81
248.39
261.84
286.33
320.91
334.00

As shown in Table 2, the AP algorithm output a stable result
after each cycle. The stability of outputs means the improved
AP algorithm only needs to be executed once to automatically
give the number of clusters and the corresponding
classification results. For comparison, the load data of the
three appliances were also clustered by the KMC. The
contrastive algorithm often fell into the local optimum trap,
failing to output stable results after each round. This is because
the KMC cannot work effectively, if the number of clusters is
not preset through trial and error. By contrast, the improved
AP algorithm is not sensitive to the initial value or outliers,
and provides effective and stable clustering results, as long as
the number of clusters falls in the rational interval. Therefore,
the improved AP algorithm can automatically generate a
characteristic power data sequence.
4.3 Load decomposition and results analysis
During load decomposition tests, the actual line voltage was
230V, and the appliances were connected to the channel of the
smart remote load controller via the principle in Figure 4. The
decomposition tests were performed on a single load and
multiple loads, respectively, with 200 tests for each type of
load. Since the characteristic parameters P, Q, and F differ in
dimensionality, the normalized root means square error

Figure 7. Experimental environment
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(NRMSE) was employed to measure the load identification
accuracy [20, 24]:

Table 4. Identification results of multi-load tests
No.



NRMSE =

E ((− ) 2 )
max() − min()

4+21

(11)

3+4+
10+17

∧

where, 𝛺 is the total power of the load decomposed by
improved AP algorithm; Ω is the total power of the load to be
decomposed.
(1) Single-load tests
Single-load tests mainly consider the scenario that only one
load is on. To verify our method, the nine loads listed in Table
1 were tested in turn. The serial number of appliances
corresponds to the name in Table 1. The identification results
of single-load tests are listed in Table 3 below.

21
4
17
5
10
3
19
16
27

Parameter
Actual value
Sample value
Actual value
Sample value
Actual value
Sample value
Actual value
Sample value
Actual value
Sample value
Actual value
Sample value
Actual value
Sample value
Actual value
Sample value
Actual value
Sample value

P/W
1589.70
1588.31
1602.00
1603.55
455.00
457.00
1205.30
1206.16
33.67
31.02
105.28
108.52
1521.92
1524.83
61.94
64.70
321.28
319.44

Q/Var
7.66
6.62
7.88
9.20
3.07
3.67
27.03
28.62
10.20
12.77
25.65
23.12
588.01
584.63
24.29
22.12
158.45
152.79

F
0.999
0.998
0.999
0.997
0.999
0.998
0.997
0.998
0.957
0.925
0.972
0.978
0.933
0.934
0.931
0.946
0.553
0.575

P/W
3184.51

Q/Var
15.28

F
1.000

Sample value

3182.35

13.89

1.000

Actual value

2191.59

41.08

1.000

Sample value

2194.09

43.26

1.000

4+16
+17

Actual value

2160.94

34.24

1.000

Sample value

2162.25

31.83

1.000

16+19
+21+27

Actual value

3480.84

780.41

0.973

Sample value

3484.66

776.66

0.973

Actual value

1771.25

789.17

0.913

Sample value

1775.39

785.88

0.914

3+10+
19+27

NRMSE/%
2.097

2.225
2.326

3.867

3.922

For comparison, our method was compared with the
identification algorithms proposed by Chang et al. [7], Qi et al.
[10], Yang et al. [11], Wang et al. [12], and Welikala et al. [13],
respectively. The accuracy of these contrastive algorithms was
90%, >75%, 90.8%, 92-95.5%, and 84-86%, respectively.
Meanwhile, our method correctly recognized 96.07-98.83% of
loads, because the improved AP algorithm considers the on/off
states and coding information of the loads, using the steadystate parameters of loads. Our method clearly surpassed the
other algorithms in identification accuracy, especially on loads
with the same power or small power.

Table 3. Identification results of single-load tests
No.

Parameter
Actual value

NRMSE/%
1.161
1.175
1.199
1.490
2.131

5. CONCLUSIONS

2.373

Based on the principle of NILM and the load parameter
detection function of SRLC, the power consumption
parameters (e.g. voltage, current, power, and power factor)
could be acquired by installing a monitoring device at the
supply entrance of power load. There is no need to install
sensors within each appliance or load, reducing the investment
and maintenance cost of hardware.
The AP algorithm was improved to cluster the collected
load data. On this basis, a characteristic load sequence was
constructed, which contains multiple steady-state parameters,
and used as the reference template for load decomposition and
identification. The clustering algorithm is not sensitive to the
initial value or outliers, and outputs valid and stable results.
A load decomposition model was built based on the
working state and coding information of appliances, and
solved by the GA. Our method could correctly recognize more
than 96% of loads, especially the loads with the same power
or small power. In addition, our method can be easily
transplanted onto software platforms, and applied well in
various fields.

3.036
3.020
3.486

As shown in Table 3, our method had a high accuracy
(>98%) in identifying resistive loads, and achieved similar
results (>96%) on capacitive and inductive loads. The high
accuracy on Category I appliances (e.g. TV) is attributable to
their resistive features, owing to the reactive compensation
power in the internal circuit. For hair dryer, the high accuracy
comes from the resistive load stemming from high-power
resistance wires, despite the presence of a motor.
(2) Multi-load tests
Multi-load tests mainly target the scenario that different
loads are added in different periods. The nine loads listed in
Table 3 were combined into five patterns for the tests. The
serial number of appliances corresponds to the name in Table
1. The identification results of single-load tests are listed in
Table 4 below.
As shown in Table 2, the identification accuracy was
relatively low, when only capacitive or inductive loads were
combined. The identification accuracy was slightly better,
when capacitive or inductive loads were combined with pure
resistive loads, especially if the added load has high power.
The identification accuracy was much better, when only
resistive loads were combined; in this case, almost all loads
were recognized successfully. Low-power loads like LED
light were sometimes missed, but eventually fully identified
thanks to the optimization ability of the GA. The low missing
rate has little impact on actual application.
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